Popular social and e-commerce sites increasingly rely on crowd computing to rate and rank content, users, products and businesses. Today, attackers who create fake (Sybil) identities can easily tamper with these computations. Existing defenses that largely focus on detecting individual Sybil identities have a fundamental limitation: Adaptive attackers can create hard-to-detect Sybil identities to tamper arbitrary crowd computations.
INTRODUCTION
Popular social networking and e-commerce sites are increasingly employing crowd computing to rate and rank content, users, products, and businesses. In such systems, crowd computations involve polling the "wisdom" or "opinions" of crowds-the users of the system-to provide a variety of recommendation services to their customers. For example, social networking and media sites like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Reddit recommend content (be it business pages, news stories, videos, photos, or web pages) based on the number of users who posted, endorsed, or liked the content. Similarly, e-commerce sites like Amazon and eBay rely on their users to rate and review products and sellers. Some online sites like Yelp and TripAdvisor are dedicated to crowd-sourcing the rating of businesses.
In many crowd computation systems, users operate behind easy-to-create weak identities and consequently, they are vulnerable to Sybil attacks [18] , where an attacker creates multiple fake identities with the goal of manipulating the aggregate opinion of the crowd. There are thriving underground markets for launching such tampering attacks on the crowd-sourcing sites mentioned above [27, 32, 35] ; typically, the more popular a site, the greater the frequency and magnitude of such attacks. Existing Sybil defenses have mostly taken the approach of detecting individual Sybils [15, 36, 37, 41] , enabling the operator to either suspend the Sybils or nullify their contribution to the crowd computation.
In this paper, we begin by highlighting a fundamental limitation of defenses based on detecting Sybil identities: when a weak identity has limited or no activity history (e.g., interactions with other identities or information they post), the defenses lack sufficient information to determine whether the identity is a Sybil or an inactive non-Sybil. This limitation allows adaptive attackers to create and stockpile large num-ber of Sybil identities with limited prior activity and use them for tampering crowd computations. If the tampered computations involve legitimate content (e.g., promoting a real business on Yelp for a fee, as opposed to promoting malware links on Twitter), it can be hard to detect the tampering (because the act of recommending a real business is by itself not a sign of Sybil activity).
Given the basic limitation of existing defenses, in this paper, we propose to address Sybil attacks on crowd computations, by moving from detecting individual Sybil identities to directly detecting crowd computations that have significant levels of Sybil identity participation. Our approach, Stamper, is based on a realization that even when it is fundamentally hard to differentiate between individual Sybil and non-Sybil identities, large groups of Sybil and non-Sybil identities can be differentiated. Our approach is based on two key insights: Key insight 1: If an attacker tampers a computation using a large number of Sybil identities with limited activity, it would result in a distributional anomaly or a statistically significant deviation in the distribution of the activity-levels (e.g., number of reviews posted or number of friends formed) of the identities participating in the computation. By analyzing the statistical distributions of the activity-levels of all the identities participating in a crowd computation, we can easily detect such tampering. While there is prior work on detecting malicious activity in crowd computations on ecommerce sites [19, 40] and peer-to-peer search networks [28] that looks for anomalies or specific abnormal patterns in feature distributions (where a feature can be some attribute associated with the user activity), our work stands out by providing improved resilience against adaptive attackers. Key insight 2: To evade detection by the above insight, a determined attacker would have to forge the activities of the Sybil identities under her control to match the distribution of the activity-levels of non-Sybil identities. To be robust against such adaptive attackers, we employ a novel method: we leverage the key observation that even as the attackers forge the activities of their identities, they cannot forge the timestamps of their activities (e.g., join date or friend link creation time). The timestamp information is typically recorded by operators for all activities of all identities in the system. By analyzing the statistical distributions of the times when the activity-levels of identities have changed, we can significantly raise the bar for evading detection by adaptive attackers (see Section 3.3).
Another distinguishing feature of Stamper's tamper detection is that it is agnostic to specific attacker strategies: Unlike existing Sybil detection approaches, Stamper does not make specific assumptions about attacker behaviors; instead it uses anomaly detection to detect tampering of any kind. As a result, Stamper can detect computations manipulated by a variety of different attacker strategies, and site operators can choose to further investigate the identities participating in computations flagged by Stamper to detect new and yet undiscovered Sybil identities and attack strategies.
We demonstrate the utility and practicality of Stamper approach by evaluating it over data gathered from two widelyused crowd computing systems: Yelp and Twitter. In the case of Yelp, we evaluate accuracy of Stamper in detecting known tampered computations (already identified by Yelp). We demonstrate that Stamper can detect businesses with highly tampered reviews, independently of the strategies attackers used to manipulate the reviews. Using the Twitter dataset, we demonstrate how a site operator can apply Stamper to detect thousands of previously unknown tampered computations in which Sybil identities were used to boost user popularity. Finally, in section 6 we present a publicly accessible service designed using Stamper to detect tweet content in Twitter with tampered popularity.
RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

Weak identities and Sybil attacks
The systems that Stamper targets allow users to create identities, and require all interactions to be conducted via these identities. Many systems do not require that identities be certified by a trusted authority (to lower the sign-on overheads), and instead only require identities to be created with few credentials (typically, an email address and a solved CAPTCHA). Such identities, known as weak identities, are the vector for Sybil attacks, as the small amount of work required to create an additional identity makes it possible for an attacker to create many Sybils. Recent studies show that there are thriving underground "blackmarket" services, where human users or bots can be "hired" to create fake identities [27, 39] . These Sybil identities are then profitably used to manipulate crowd-sourced information, such as followers in Twitter [4, 33] , reviews in Yelp [3], or content likes in Facebook [2, 35] .
Limitations with detecting individual Sybil identities
The traditional approach to detect if a computation is manipulated involves determining which of the participating identities are Sybils. Identities detected as Sybils are then suspended and their contributions to computations are nullified.
Significant recent research has focused on identifying Sybil identities in the system. A large body of work applied machine learning techniques to distinguish between behaviors (activities and profile characteristics) of Sybil and non-Sybil identities [12, 26, 37, 38] . While most approaches in this space use supervised machine learning schemes, work by Wang et al. [37] and Viswanath et al. [35] proposed unsupervised learning schemes to detect Sybil identities. Another body of work has focused on detecting individual Sybil identities by leveraging the structure of the social network graphs formed by Sybils and non-Sybil connecting to one another [36] .
However, all these approaches to detect Sybil identities suffer from a fundamental limitation: because weak identities are not backed by some external trusted authority, at their core, all Sybil detection schemes have to rely on analyzing an identity's activities (e.g., interactions with other identities or information they post) to determine if an identity is Sybil. As a result, if an identity has limited or no activity, the schemes lack sufficient evidence to determine if the identity is Sybil or non-Sybil. Studies have shown that many honest users create identities in online systems, but rarely use them [5] .
Attackers can take advantage of the above limitations of Sybil detection schemes to create hard-to-detect Sybil identities with only legitimate or limited past activity. An attacker could stockpile a large number of accounts over a period of time, which can later be used to launch hard-to-detect attacks on computations.
Strength in numbers
Given the inherent difficulty in determining whether an individual identity is Sybil, we pro-pose to shift the focus to detecting whether a group of identities participating in a computation are likely to have Sybil participants.
Few works have explored techniques for preventing Sybiltampering of computations directly. Prominent among them are DSybil [42] , SumUp [34] , and Iolaus [23] , which work by preventing or discounting votes based on trusted guides (DSybil) or the social network (SumUp and Iolaus). Unfortunately, these systems rely on assumptions that do not always hold in a generic crowd-sourcing system. For example, many crowd-sourcing systems do not have social network links interconnecting identities (as assumed by SumUp and Iolaus) and in many systems, a majority of users do not rate many items (preventing the assignment of guides in DSybil).
Prior work has also examined detecting product rating manipulation in e-commerce sites [19, 40] and manipulation of authority scores in peer-to-peer Web search networks [28] . Among them, the most related piece of work is by Feng et al. [19] which explores detecting product rating manipulation in online market places by comparing the distribution of product rating scores of an item to known-good distributions. However, unlike Stamper, the approach by Feng et al. is vulnerable against adaptive attackers as it only considers distribution of product rating scores which can be easily forged to evade detection.
Two other works, SynchoTrap [16] and CopyCatch [13] also focused on analyzing behavior of a group of malicious identities. However, they have a similar limitation where they focus on detecting a specific attack behavior: loosely synchronized actions, where a group of malicious identities behave similarly at around the same time. For example, a group of Sybil identities liking a set of Facebook pages at around the same time can be potentially detected by such schemes. In contrast, Stamper does not make any assumptions about specific attacker strategies and thus, has the potential to detect computations tampered using diverse strategies.
Stamper: KEY INSIGHTS
System model and goal
We consider a crowd computing system (e.g., Twitter, Yelp, Facebook) that uses weak identities for its users. A crowd computation can be voting on a given business by a set of identities in Yelp, or promoting a tweet or following a certain identity by a set of identities in Twitter. A site operator is interested in defending against Sybil attacks on crowd computations within the system.
Goal
For each computation, the goal of the system operator is to determine whether the set of identities participating in the computation included a sizeable fraction of Sybil identities. Stamper design focuses on the core challenge of robustly detecting tampered computations. The site-specific actions operators might take against the tampered computations are not integral to Stamper design. An operator might choose to suspend (remove) the computations detected as tampered or display the computations at the bottom in sitesearch results or attach warning labels to them.
Reputation scores
We assume that each identity in the system is associated with one or more reputation scores that are computed by the operators based on the identity's past activity. Reputation scores can take a variety of forms, and can be computed or obtained by the operators based on "certifications or endorsements", "proofs-of-work", "activity history", or a combination of these. For example, a reputation score could be the number of social network "friends" the identity has in the system, the number of messages it has posted, or the number of endorsements it received from its friends for its work. Given that weak identities are not backed by external trust, reputation scores reflect the system operators' estimation of trust they would place in the identities in the system, i.e., it is less likely (probable) that identities with higher reputation would misbehave (or be Sybils). Note that by definition all newly created identities (Sybils or non-Sybils) will have zero reputation as they have no prior activity.
Threat model
We assume that an attacker can create arbitrary number of fake identities in the existing system. However, the attacker does not have unbounded economic resources to create and sustain Sybil identities on every newly created site on the Internet. We allow reputation scores to be forged, i.e., attackers may manipulate the different reputation scores of malicious identities they control with different amounts of effort. However, we assume that the site operator keeps detailed historical records of the reputation scores of identities over time.
1 The attacker can also obtain the complete historical records of identities' reputation scores; however, the attacker cannot go back in time and tamper with those records.
Detecting tampered computations
We describe how Stamper detects tampered computations in two steps below. We first tackle simple attackers and then consider stronger adaptive attackers.
Step 1
In practice, the distributions of the reputation scores of Sybil and non-Sybil identities tend to be quite different. In other words, some attackers today do not expend significant effort to make their Sybil identities similar to non-Sybil identities. Sybil identities as a group, particularly those with limited or no activity, tend to skew towards low reputation scores (as reputation scores are computed based on the identities' activities on the site), while the non-Sybil identities would naturally span a full spectrum of low to high reputation scores.
Insight 1
Due to the above observation, the participation of Sybil identities in a computation tends to distort the reputation score distributions of the nodes participating in the computation. Figure 1 illustrates this insight. It shows the reputation scores for untampered and tampered computations in the Twitter network.
2 The participation of Sybil identities tends to skew the reputation scores towards lower values and has the overall effect of decreasing the entropy in the distribution of scores. It is this difference in reputation score distributions that Stamper leverages to detect Sybil tampering.
We stress that the above insight allows us to determine that a computation has been tampered with even when we cannot determine which of the identities are Sybil. In ure 1, even as we infer that the skew towards lower reputation scores is due to Sybils, we cannot tell which of the identities with low reputation scores are Sybils as there do exist non-Sybil identities with such low reputation scores as well. However, this insight alone would not allow us to design an approach that is robust against an adaptive attacker. For example, a determined attacker could expend additional effort to manipulate the reputation scores of her Sybil identities to match the distribution of reputation scores of non-Sybil identities.
Step 2
Even when an attacker can forge a malicious identity's reputation, she can only forge the present and future reputation scores of the identity, but she cannot go back in time and forge the past history (i.e., temporal evolution) of the identity's reputation as recorded by the operator. Thus, the distribution of temporal evolution of forged reputation scores of Sybils tend to exhibit distributions that are quite different than non-Sybils'.
Insight 2
To detect potential forging of reputations of Sybil identities by an adaptive attacker, we analyze the temporal evolution of reputation scores of the identities participating in the computation. Specifically, we examine the distributions of times (i.e., dates) when the identities have achieved a certain percentile (e.g., 0%, 10%, 25%, 50%) of their current reputation score. Figure 2 illustrates this insight. It shows the times when the identities participating in untampered and tampered computations began to acquire reputation in the system (i.e., their join date).
2 The Sybil identities have acquired most of their reputation within the short period of time close to their participation date in the computation, while 
Robustness and Limitations
In this section, we discuss how Stamper raises the bar for evasion by adaptive attackers and also point out limitations against adaptive attackers.
Robustness 1: Can an adaptive attacker create Sybil identities whose reputation histories match those of non-Sybils?
To tamper a computation without being caught by Stamper, an attacker would have to create new Sybil identities and groom their reputations from the inception of the system, i.e., when non-Sybils started being created.
In existing systems like Facebook, Twitter, or Yelp, the attacker is already too late to go back in time and forge identities whose reputation histories date back to the time when these sites came into existence. Figure 3 shows the growth in suspended identities in Twitter, since the time of its inception.
3 In the first two years, Twitter witnessed very few (0.036%) malicious identities. However, once Twitter reached a critical mass of users, it started attracting more attackers and the percentage of malicious identities sharply rises to as high as 40% of all identities created on a single day. So, it is hard for any attacker to gain control of Sybil identities with reputation histories dating back to the early years of these existing systems.
An attacker still has an opportunity to create and groom Sybil identities on newly (or yet to be) created online sites. However, the attacker cannot accurately predict which of the several new online sites are likely to succeed and acquire critical mass of users in the long run. So the attacker would have to create Sybil identities on all online sites from their inception to be prepared to launch an attack on any single site in the future. Considering the large number of new online sites that are created everyday, we argue that such attacks are not economically viable in practice.
Robustness 2: Can an adaptive attacker create "sleeper cells" to launch an attack in the distant fu-ture?
A determined attacker can start creating "sleeper" Sybil identities on popular sites like Facebook and Twitter today, with the goal of launching an attack several years down the road. While such attacks are not impossible, we argue that Stamper significantly raises the costs for the attacker making it economically non-viable. Since Stamper checks for temporal evolution of reputation scores, an attacker would need to actively groom the "sleeper" identities to evolve their reputation scores similar to how non-Sybils reputation scores evolve. As different reputation scores of user identities in different systems evolve in complex, unpredictable ways, an attacker would have to constantly track and mimic these changes. The difficulty of grooming such identities would be reflected in their cost for the attack.
To test our hypothesis about attacker costs for creating identities with high reputation histories, we collected pricing information for Sybil identities in Twitter and Facebook, by manually inspecting postings in 8 online black-market services (that we found via google search), where such identities are sold. A Facebook (Twitter) identity with no reputation costs $0.51 ($0.09), while those with 4 years of age cost $15 ($1) and those with 5000 (200) real and active friends (followers) costs $150 ($5). While the data we gathered does not constitute a rigorous proof, it indicates that identities with long running and high reputations could cost 10 to 100 times or more than newly created Sybil identities with no reputation.
Robustness 3: Can Stamper fundamentally alter the arms race between Sybil attackers and defenses?
The root cause of arms race between Sybil attackers and defenses today is that every time a Sybil identity is detected and suspended, attackers can not only create a new Sybil identity and regain their lost attack power, but they can also derive knowledge about how to evade detection. With Stamper, every malicious identity suspended by the site operator would represent a loss in the power of the attacker because the attacker cannot replace the suspended identities with newly created identities. If used in an attack, Stamper would be able to detect the differences in how reputations of identities evolved over time for older and newer identities.
Most site operators today proactively deploy "spam filters" that over time detect Sybil identities and suspend them. While these spam filters are far from detecting all Sybil identities in a timely manner, Stamper fundamentally shifts the balance of the arms race in favor of these defenses because every suspended identity results in a near permanent reduction in attack power, which can be regained with a new Sybil identity only after waiting for the entire generation of existing identities to leave the system (see Robustness 2 above).
Limitation 1: Can Stamper detect attacks using nonSybil identities that are incentivised to collude or whose login credentials are compromised?
Stamper cannot provide the robustness guarantees discussed above for attacks involving non-Sybil identities that are compromised by an attacker or that have an incentive to collude with one another (e.g., to boost each other's popularity). However, there is still hope; Stamper would still be able to detect tampering as long as the colluding or compromised identities are not carefully chosen in such a way that the distribution of reputation scores and their temporal evolution match that of non-Sybil identities. In practice, it may not be easy for an attacker to selectively target and compromise non-Sybil identities with varied levels of reputation scores. In fact, in our evaluation Section 5.2, we show that Stamper is able to detect identities colluding to follow one another in Twitter, because their collusion distorts the distribution of their reputation scores, which is easily flagged by Stamper.
Limitation 2: Can Stamper detect computations that involve only a few identities or that have been tampered using only a few Sybils?
At its core, Stamper relies on identifying statistically significant deviations in distributions of reputation histories of identities participating in a crowd computation. So the robustness guarantees of Stamper do not hold when the number of participating identities is too small or when the degree of tampering is small. In practice, we show that Stamper can be used to detect tampering of computations with 100 or more participants (see Section 5.1). We also show that Stamper is very robust in detecting highly tampered computations (e.g., > 50% of identities are Sybil), but when the computations are tampered only to a small extent (e.g., < 10% of identities are Sybil), the detection accuracy suffers. While this is a fundamental limitation of Stamper's approach, it is worth noting that in practice, system operators would be more concerned about detecting heavily tampered computations than lightly tampered ones.
Stamper DESIGN
We design Stamper to satisfy the following requirements for a practical design: (i) robustness: any computation flagged as being tampered with should have been tampered with very high probability and any tampered computation has a good chance of being detected; (ii) generality: the system should be able to detect Sybil tampered computations independently of the attack method used.
Notation
Let sets A, M, and H respectively represent all identities, all Sybil identities, and all non-Sybil (honest) identities in the crowd computing system (e.g., Twitter, Yelp, or Facebook) such that A = H ∪ M. We assume that each identity is associated with a set of reputation scores R = {R1, R2, . . . , R }, which are computed by the operators based on the identity's activity in the system to date. For a given set of identities that participated in a crowd computation c, we denote by Ri(c) to be the probability distribution (or density) function (PDF) of the values of the reputation score Ri of the identities in computation c.
The system operator is interested in defending against Sybil attacks on a set of crowd computations C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} Let sets Ci, M(Ci), H(Ci) respectively represent all identities, Sybil identities, and non-Sybil identities that are involved in computation ci.
Design overview
Our goal is to design a "detector" that can check if a given large crowd computation ci was tampered with by Sybil identities, i.e., whether the (unknown) Sybil identities M(Ci) constitute a significant fraction of all identities Ci participating in the computation ci.
We compute the relative entropy or divergence between two distributions using a statistical measure called the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [24] . The choice of KLdivergence as the statistical measure is not fundamental to the application of Stamper. We could have used other sta-tistical distance measures [1], but as we show in our evaluation, KL-divergence is quite sufficient for our purposes. KL-divergence ranges from 0 (identical distributions) to ∞ (highly differing distributions); the (symmetric) divergence between two distributions P and Q is denoted by KLD(P, Q), where
Our insight suggests that in practice, the KL-divergence between distributions of untampered computations would be low, while those between untampered and tampered computations would be anomalously high.
Detecting anomalous distributions
We use anomaly detection [22, 25, 35] techniques to separate out the "outlier" or "anomalous" distributions of reputations scores (and their temporal evolution) observed for tampered computations. Specifically, we apply a variant of anomaly detection known as semi-supervised anomaly detection [30] , where the site operator has a priori knowledge of a small subset of crowd computations, UC = {uc1, uc2, . . . , uc k } that are largely untampered with by Sybil identities. We first analyze the KL-divergence in the distribution of a reputation score Rj between the known untampered computations. If we find that the distributions of most untampered computations lie within some small threshold divergence Tj from one another, then we could declare any other computation whose distribution lies far outside the threshold Tj as potentially tampered.
When identity participation is unbiased
We can offer strong theoretical guarantees on the choice of the threshold Tj, if participants in any untampered crowd computation ci are drawn uniformly at random (without any bias) from the set of all non-Sybil identities H in the system. Under the unbiased participation assumption, the probability distributions of the reputation scores of identities participating in all large untampered computations are guaranteed to converge to the same distribution. Specifically, as the size of a computation ci grows, the distribution of reputation scores Rj(ci) quickly approximates the distribution of reputation scores for all non-Sybil identities Rj(H). Formally, for all ci such that Ci = H(Ci), and for some small ,
We refer to s as the size threshold for the crowd computations. In fact, Roy [29] studied the thresholds theoretically as well as empirically and proved an upper bound of 1/|Ci| on KLD for a sampled distribution of size |Ci|. Thus, if an untampered computation involves over 100 or 1,000 identities, the KLD between the reputation score distributions of the computation participants and the non-Sybil identities will be lower than 0.01 or 0.001, respectively. As a result, a simple strategy for detecting whether a given large computation ci (i.e., |Ci| > s) has been tampered with is as follows: First, select some a priori known untampered computation cu of size greater than s. Then, compute the divergence in the distributions of reputation score Rj between the given computation and known untampered computation, i.e., compute KLD(Rj(cu), Rj(ci)). If the divergence is greater than the divergence threshold 1/s, declare the computation ci as tampered (with high probability).
When identity participation is biased
In practice, many crowd computations draw a biased population of identities: For example, in Yelp, many reviewers of businesses in San Francisco are likely to be drawn from San Francisco. Without the unbiased participation assumption, we cannot offer any theoretical guarantees on convergence of distributions of untampered computations. However, in practice we often observe that the distributions for untampered computations are far closer to one another than they are to tampered computations. We validate this claim using real-world data from Yelp and Twitter in the evaluation sections 5.1 and 5.2.
In the case of biased participation, we first derive a reference or expected distribution by "averaging" the distributions of known untampered computations and then select a KL-divergence threshold Tj that encompasses most, if not all, the untampered computations. To detect whether a given large computation ci is tampered with, we compute its KL-divergence from the reference distribution. If it is larger than the threshold divergence Tj, we declare the computation ci as tampered (with high probability).
While we defer the precise details of the threshold selection to Section 4.2, we make two observations on the choice of the divergence threshold. First, if for some reputation score Rj, the distributions of untampered computations do not converge in practice, then the observed threshold divergence Tj between the untampered computations would also naturally be quite large, and consequently there would be little risk of an untampered computation flagged as tampered. Thus, the risk of untampered computations being flagged as tampered is low, even when the distributions of untampered computations do not converge. Second, by raising and lowering the threshold Tj, an operator can trade-off between the precision and recall in detecting tampered computations. Depending on the application scenario, operators can either choose a more or less conservative threshold.
Detailed Design
The operator would deploy Stamper as follows:
Creating a pool of reputation scores
The first step in deploying Stamper involves choosing a set of reputation scores {R1, R2, ..., R l } that can be computed for each identity in the system. Identities start with low (zero) reputation scores when they are created and can earn higher reputations over time. We do not assume that reputation scores are unforgeable: different reputation scores of an identity may be manipulated by the attacker with different amounts of effort.
Building a reference (expected) distribution
To build a reference distribution for a given reputation score Rj, we first compute the distribution of the reputation score for each known-untampered computation (i.e., calculates Rj(uci) for each uci ∈ UC). Now, these distributions are aggregated into a single reference distribution Rj(UC) using a linear opinion pool [17] model. We do so using a fair weighting scheme such that each crowd computation contributes a fair share towards building the final reference distribution. Formally, the reference distribution Rj(UC) is defined as
Selecting a threshold
We now compute the KLdivergence of each of the crowd computations in set C from that of the reference distribution. We will obtain a range of KL-divergence values and will select a threshold Tj, such that KL-divergence values greater than Tj is anomalous with respect to the rest of KL-divergence values. To select this threshold, we use a simple statistical technique called the box plot rule [14] defined as follows: Let Q1 and Q3 be the lower and upper quartile respectively, for the KL-divergence values. A KL-divergence value is an outlier if it lies beyond the upper outer fence: Q3 + 3 * (Q3 − Q1). We select the upper outer fence of the distribution as the threshold Tj.
Detecting anomalous computations
With Tj and Rj(UC), it is straightforward to detect anomalous computations. For a given computation ci, the operator simply calculates the KL-divergence between Rj(ci) and Rj(UC); if it is higher than Tj, the computation is flagged as anomalous. In fact, the higher divergence (above the threshold), the more anomalous the computation turns out when compared to the rest of the computations. The operator can experiment with the tradeoff of catching more tampered computations (when using a lower KL-divergence threshold) versus improving the efficiency of workers (when using a high KL-divergence threshold).
Operators typically use human workers to examine suspicious accounts or activities once they are flagged by their defense mechanisms [15] . Stamper can guide operators to focus the attention of their human verifiers on a set of flagged computations to verify if they are tampered with. More importantly, while Stamper has been designed to detect computation tampering, it can be used in practice for a broader range of Sybil defense tasks. The operator can manually investigate the anomalous computations-as they have a higher chance of containing Sybils-to further discover new Sybils and previously unknown attacker strategies. We demonstrate this in Section 5.2.2 where we investigate the identities that participate in tampered computations. However, it should be noted that an investigation phase is common in deployed defense schemes and it is not part of the core Stamper deployment workflow.
Stamper EVALUATION
This section presents two case studies of applying Stamper in two popular systems, namely Yelp and Twitter.
Case 1: Yelp review tampering
Goal: Find businesses with tampered reviews Yelp is a popular local directory service, where users can search for businesses in a given locality and retrieve crowd-sourced reviews and ratings for those businesses from other users. As Yelp is becoming popular, businesses (e.g., restaurants) have an incentive to manipulate their reviews and ratings in their favor. Today, there are plenty of black-market services [10] , where one can easily buy Yelp reviews for a cheap price (e.g., three reviews cost $74.85 in one such service). The crowd computation that we are interested in is the set of identities that rate a given business in Yelp. Our goal is to evaluate how effectively Stamper can be leveraged to detect attacks that tamper the computation, i.e., detect businesses that have manipulated reviews.
For evaluating effectiveness of Stamper we leverage Yelp's review filter [8, 9] feature to obtain "ground truth" for tampered reviews. Yelp filters suspicious reviews to defend against fake reviews. It should be noted that as is the case with many online defense schemes deployed today, Yelp acknowledges that their review system is not perfect and may not be able to detect all types of tampered reviews and may even sometimes wrongly flag legitimate reviews. However, for the purpose of this analysis, we will consider a business to have tampered reviews if Yelp filters at least one review of the business. Note that we do not have any knowledge about specific strategies used by attackers of the filtered reviews (i.e., did the attacker create multiple fake accounts to tamper reviews or did she incentivize real users to write fake reviews in return for a monetary reward).
More precisely, we investigate the following three questions: (i) How easy or difficult is it to apply Stamper to detect review tampering in Yelp? (ii) Does the key requirement that distributions of reputation scores of large untampered computations converge (while those of large tampered computations diverge) hold in practice in Yelp? (iii) Can Stamper detect most of the highly tampered computations (businesses with a majority of reviews filtered) at a low false positive rate (fraction of businesses with no filtered reviews flagged)? Recall that Stamper is designed to detect highly tampered computations and cannot guarantee detection of computations tampered only to a small extent (see Section 3.3).
Data gathered
We used Yelp data gathered by Kakhki et al. [23] in May 2012, which we updated with our own data gathering crawl in March 2013. This dataset consists of all businesses on Yelp in the city of San Francisco at that time. This includes 30,339 businesses with a total of 1,655,385 ratings from 340,671 reviewer identities. Each rating consists of a score from 1 to 5 stars. These ratings also include those filtered by Yelp's automated review filter. In total, Yelp filtered 195,825 (or 11.83%) ratings. As Stamper has been designed to infer tampering in large computations involving more than a certain number of identities, we threshold the size of the computation at 100 for Yelp. There are 3,579 businesses with more than 100 reviews. Out of these 3,579 businesses, there are 54 businesses which did not have a single review filtered by Yelp. We consider these 54 cases as untampered computations. Also, for each reviewer we collected information about a variety of reputation scores. (See the first column of Table 1.)
Ease of deploying Stamper
The four steps that constitute Stamper detection strategy (outlined in Section 4.2) can be applied in a straight-forward manner with very little overhead.
Creating a pool of reputation scores
The first column in Table 1 lists all the 8 reputation scores used in our evaluation; e.g., the reputation score in the 8th row is a measure of the number of times reviews by an identity are marked useful by other identities in the service. To tamper a crowd computation by forging this reputation score, an attacker would have to put additional effort to boost the reputation for the malicious identities employed in the attack by obtaining a certain number of endorsements (by getting reviews marked useful) from other identities.
Building reference distributions
We select businesses which had no (zero) review filtered as the set of untampered computations. There are 54 such businesses (with zero reviews filtered). Even though the number of untam- pered computations might seem small, they have a large number of reviewers (14,223 reviewers) who wrote reviews for them.
Selecting a threshold
We compute KL-divergence values for all 3,579 businesses from the reference distribution for each reputation score. Then, for each reputation score, using the box plot rule, we estimate a KL-divergence threshold for flagging anomalies; e.g., in the case of the reputation score, #times review is marked useful (we will call this as the number of review endorsements), we estimate a threshold of 1.2.
Detecting anomalous computations
If the KLdivergence computed for a business is greater than the divergence threshold for any reputation score, the computation is marked as anomalous. The second column of Table 1 shows the number of businesses whose reviews have been flagged as tampered by Stamper.
The above discussion demonstrates how easily Stamper can be applied by operators of crowd computing systems today.
Detectability of tampered computations
We now investigate whether a key assumption behind Stamper design holds in practice. Specifically, we verify if the distributions of reputation scores of large untampered computations in Yelp tend to converge, while those of tampered computations diverge. Figure 4 shows the distribution of KL-divergence values using the endorsement count reputation score for untampered computations and computations with different levels of filtered reviews. Note that, computations with zero and with less than 10% reviews filtered show low KL-divergence values from the reference distribution, indicating a good convergence in the reputation score distributions. In fact, for 90% of untampered computations their divergence values are less than or equal to 0.36. While for tampered computations (computations with more than 20% and 50% reviews filtered), the KL-divergence values are higher and shows a diverging trend. We observe a similar trend for other reputation scores listed in Table 1 .
Robustness of Stamper tamper detection
Next we investigate the robustness of Stamper detection. For the rest of the analysis, we divide businesses into five categories based on the level of filtering: 0% filtered (or untampered), 0 to 10%, 10 to 30%, 30 to 50%, and more than 50% filtered. We consider computations with more than 50% reviews filtered to be highly tampered. Out of a total of 3,525 businesses with at least one filtered review, there are 74 businesses that are highly tampered.
Stamper can detect most of the highly tampered computations
The last column in Table 1 shows the fraction of highly tampered computations that are flagged. By combining all 8 reputation scores (a computation is flagged if it is flagged by at least one reputation score), we detect more than 97% of highly tampered computations. It is interesting to note that combining multiple reputation scores can help to catch more tampered computations. Stamper also manages to catch a significantly high fraction (over 70%) of computations with 30 to 50% reviews filtered.
Stamper has low false positives
The third column in Table 1 shows the fraction of untampered computations flagged. By combining all 8 reputation scores, we observe a false positive rate of only 5.6%. While interpreting this false positive rate, it is important to keep in mind that Yelp's review filter is not perfect and could have potentially missed flagging some fake reviews.
Discussion
Why is Stamper useful for a system like Yelp? Note that Stamper does not detect individual suspicious reviews. While this might sound like a limitation, Stamper can still be useful for Yelp in flagging businesses with highly tampered reviews. For example, Yelp is known to suspend businesses that were caught buying reviews [11] , and display a warning when a user visits a business page suspected of tampering reviews [7] . Using Stamper, Yelp can do so even without detecting individual suspicious reviews as they might be very hard to detect for various reasons. For example, Yelp went to the extent of conducting sting operations to catch businesses trying to buy fake reviews [6] because we suspect that such type of tampering is very hard to detect by analyzing reviewer behavior or the content of their reviews. With Stamper, Yelp has the potential to catch highly tampered computations even with very minimum or no information about the behavior of the reviewers. Another huge advantage of our scheme is that compared to prior machine learning approaches, Stamper can detect highly tampered computations in Yelp without training on any pre-identified fake reviews.
Leveraging temporal evolution of reputation scores We tried to find anomalous computations by analyzing the temporal evolution of reputation scores. We used the timestamp at 0th percentile reputation, which is the join date of the user. Stamper flagged only 2 highly tampered computations (already caught by the other reputation scores) using join dates. We suspect that attackers on Yelp are not trying hard to forge their reputation scores today, and we are able to detect most of the highly tampered computations using simple reputation scores. In the next case study, we observe that temporal evolution of reputation scores are very helpful in catching adaptive attackers.
Case 2: Twitter follower tampering
Goal: Find Twitter users with fake followers In Twitter, to obtain real time information posted by specific users, users typically follow those users. Today, the influence of a user is often estimated by counting the number of followers. As a result, there are strong incentives for users to acquire more users to follow them and there have been numerous reports of follower count manipulations [31] . Thus, the crowd computation that we are interested in is the set of identities in Twitter that follow a given Twitter identity. Our goal is detect attacks that manipulate the computation, i.e., detect identities that have tampered follower counts.
We use this case study to showcase Stamper's capability of detecting yet unknown tampered computations. This provides an opportunity to evaluate how system operators (who in practice would not have a priori ground truth information about tampered computations) might use Stamper. More precisely, we investigate the following three questions: (i) How easy or difficult is it to apply Stamper to detect computation (follower count) tampering in Twitter? (ii) Can system operators analyze the computations flagged by Stamper further (potentially manually) to detect (potentially new) patterns of Sybil attacks? (iii) Can the newly discovered Sybil attack patterns be used to uncover more Sybil identities?
Data gathered
We target detecting tampering of follower-counts only for popular Twitter user identities with more than 1,000 followers. We obtained the Twitter-UIDs (unique identifiers) of all users with more than 1,000 followers in all of Twitter (as of July 2012) from a research group which collected this data for a separate study [20] . This dataset contained 2,100,851 identities. We selected a random sample of 70,000 of these identities and gathered profile information of all their followers. Some of these accounts no longer existed on Twitter and their information could not be collected. In total, we discovered (in aggregate) over 176M followers for 69,409 of these users.
Ease of deploying Stamper
We briefly discuss the steps that constitute Stamper procedure for this case study.
Creating a pool of reputation scores
We select number of followers as a reputation score to build our reference distribution (i.e., we consider the distribution of the number of followers of the followers). To account for the cases where an attacker forges this reputation score, we consider the temporal evolution of the reputation score (i.e., the distribution of times at which the identity acquired 0th, 25th, or 50th percentile of their reputation). Since it was easy for us to gather the timestamps at which the identities started building their reputation (i.e., the date at which the identities "joined" the service-corresponding to the 0th percentile of their reputation-we use the join dates of identities to build the reference distribution.
Building reference distributions
In Twitter, we assume that the accounts verified by Twitter 4 do not knowingly tamper their follower counts. We use them as the set of known untampered computations. We randomly sample 30,000 verified accounts from the list of Twitter verified accounts with more than 1,000 followers, and crawled profiled information of their 266M followers to derive the reference distribution.
Selecting a threshold
We compute KL-divergence values for all the 69,409 identities and estimate a KLdivergence threshold of 7.88 and 5.79 using the follower count reputation score, and join date, respectively.
Detecting tampered computations
Among the 69,409 popular users, using follower counts, Stamper flags 620 users and using join dates, Stamper flags 1,129 users as having tampered follower counts. When we examine the overlap between computations flagged using follower count and join date (i.e., the 0th percentile of the follower count), it is very low, consisting of only 49 computations. Thus, using join dates, Stamper is able to flag 1,080 users (with potentially tampered follower counts) who were not flagged using the follower count reputation score. These 1,080 users were able to successfully hide or evade detection when using the follower count reputation score. This finding further shows the advantages of using unforgeable timestamps to detect tampering. Our discussion above once again demonstrates the ease of deploying Stamper.
Investigating anomalies to detect new attacks
For manual investigation, we randomly sample 50 computations out of each group of anomalous computations flagged using follower count and join dates, respectively. Three graduate students with prior experience in investigating suspicious identities in social networks spent roughly 15 to 20 minutes per computation for investigation.
First, we try to understand the characteristics of the distribution for each anomalous sample. Second, we attempt to localize our analysis to a subset of the identities within the tampered computation that are most likely to be Sybils. We can find such a subset by looking for regions within the anomalous distribution where it exhibits maximum diver-gence from the reference distribution. To identify potential Sybil identities, for each candidate account, we analyze the Twitter profile picture, name, bio, content of tweets posted (including URLs posted), follower and following count, and profiles of followers of the account. 
Investigating anomalies in follower count distributions
On investigating the distribution of follower counts we noticed two distinct patterns. In the first pattern, we found that most of the followers have very low reputation (e.g., almost all had less than 10 followers). 2 out of 50 computations exhibit this pattern. These followers look like fake accounts (fake looking profile, pictures and tweets talking about following activity) and some were already suspended by Twitter. While we would expect tampering to be carried out by unpopular Sybil identities, we were surprised to find only two such instances. The remaining 48/50 computations showed a different distribution pattern-an example is shown in Figure 5 (top figure) . When analyzing these computations, we surprisingly discovered that these identities appear to be popular users (i.e., more than 1,000 followers) tampering their follower counts by colluding with one another and exchanging links with "you follow me, I follow you" deals. Such activity is referred to as "farming" links on the Twitter network. Link farming [21] is a well-studied problem in Twitter and their defining traits are as follows: they have a large number of followers (more than 1,000), a following per follower ratio in the range [0.9,1.1] and a majority of their followers satisfy these criteria as well. The identities we investigated match these link farmer traits. Using this definition we analyzed all the followers of each of the 48 computations, and found that all computations had at least 32% of their followers that matched the criteria for link farmers. In fact, for 44 out of 48 cases, a majority of their followers are link farmers.
Our analysis above reveals that even though Stamper has been designed to catch computations tampered by Sybil attacks, it is able to detect a broader category of attacks, including colluding attacks by non-Sybil identities. However, we do not claim that our robustness guarantees would extend to such non-Sybil attacks.
Investigating anomalies in join date distributions
We analyzed the distributions of the 50 random computations in this case and noticed that for a majority (33/50) of the computations, a significant fraction of the participating identities are tightly clustered in the time domain. Figure 5 (bottom figure) gives an example of such a tampered computation. More specifically, we check if at least 10% (12%) of the followers of the identity joined Twitter within a single day (or week).
5 In contrast, the join dates of identities in the reference (untampered) distribution are spread out over many years. The tight-clustering in the time domain suggests that these identities are possibly created by a Sybil attacker on a single day and then pressed into attack soon after.
To further test our hypothesis, we bought followers for 10 different Twitter identities under our control from 10 different online marketplaces. We discovered these services with a simple keyword search (e.g., "buy Twitter followers") on search engines like Google. In each case, we paid to receive 1,000 followers. When we analyzed the timestamp distribution of followers bought from the black-market for the 10 accounts, we observe that for 9 out of 10 accounts, a vast majority of followers were created on the same day or on a handful of days. This observation supports our hypothesis that identities discovered in anomalous distributions of join dates are Sybils from whom links have been bought.
We further analyzed the remaining 17 (out of 50) computations that did not exhibit tight clustering at a day or week granularity. On manual investigation of followers in the most divergent region, we found that 15/17 computations had very suspicious followers and are most likely tampered computations. Many followers look like fake profiles with no profile picture, names with specific patterns, meaningless tweet content, and some even had malware links in their tweets. An interested reader can browse through more details of the manual analysis of these 15 suspicious computations on this page: http://trulyfollowing.app-ns.mpi-sws.org/ local/stamper/tampered_fcounts.html. Note that our manual investigation provides detailed information about why we think a computation looks suspicious along with a sample of suspicious participants of the computation.
Detecting new Sybil identities
We now show how an operator can leverage the newly discovered attacker strategies to detect new Sybil identities. We propose to identify cases of follower tampering by analyzing the join date distributions of followers of a given identity and checking if a non-trivial fraction of their followers joined Twitter within a small window of time (we use the same thresholds discussed in earlier section). We applied this technique to detect potential follower tampering activity in Twitter to over 2.1M identities in Twitter with more than 1000 followers. We detect 89,728 identities as having tampered follower counts. Interested readers can browse the data about these 89,728 identities at the site: http://trulyfollowing.app-ns.mpi-sws.org/. From these flagged computations, we identified over 23 million Sybil followers whose join dates fall within a small window of time. 
Ethics
All the data about user activity collected from Yelp and Twitter are publicly visible information. All money we paid to acquire followers from the black-market were exclusively for Twitter accounts under our control and set up for the sole purpose of conducting the experiments in the paper. Overall, we ensured that no user or page on Yelp and Twitter was abused or benefited as a result of our study.
Stamper DEPLOYMENT
Finally, to demonstrate the effectiveness of Stamper in the real world, we deployed a public online service at http:// trulytweeting.app-ns.mpi-sws.org/ which detects tampered tweet promotions in Twitter. Today, there are strong incentives for users to artificially boost popularity of their posts by hiring Sybil identities to promote their content. In this service, we are interested in three types of crowd computations involving a set of identities that: (1) tweet about a particular topic (described by a set of keywords) (2) tweet a URL, or (3) retweet a tweet. Our goal is to detect attacks that manipulate such computations, i.e., detect content (topic, URL or tweet) that is promoted by Sybil identities. Our service lists currently trending topics 6 , popular URLs and tweets that are tampered and also provides a real time search interface to check arbitrary URL or topic computations for tampering in Twitter. We encourage interested readers to test the service to understand the potential and practicality of Stamper.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we tackle the challenging problem of detecting when computations on crowdsourcing systems like Twitter or Yelp have been tampered by fake (Sybil) identities. We have advocated a fundamentally different approach called Stamper that can detect whether a computation has been tampered even when it is not feasible to detect which of the individual identities participating in the computation are Sybil. The key insight that enables our approach is that large statistical samples (groups) of Sybil and nonSybil identities exhibit very different characteristics. We have leveraged this insight to design Stamper to (i) detect tampered computations and raise the bar for defense against adaptive attackers and (ii) detect computation tampering independent of the attacker strategy. We have demonstrated the robustness and practicality of Stamper by evaluating its performance using extensive data gathered from two widely used crowd computing systems, namely Yelp and Twitter.
